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Building the future
by investing and innovating
The world leading poplar plywood manufacturer Panguaneta has modern production plants to make
super-lightweight panels of the highest quality. New solutions for the caravanning sector, such as the
eco-friendly Pureglue line or the cutting-edge Air Collection, are in store for the future.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli - photo Enrico Bona

T

he world leading poplar plywood manufacturer Panguaneta has experienced
extraordinary growth over recent years
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as the result of major investments in innovation and technology and an extensive renovation of the production facilities aimed at
turning corporate sustainability and environmental certifications into competitive leverage. Over the past six years, Panguaneta has
invested heavily in plant engineering to improve technologies and the working environment of its 250 workers. The plant occupies
an area of 150,000 square metres (of which
50,000 dedicated to storage and production)
in the town of Sabbioneta, near Mantua, Italy. The results achieved in the recent years
allowed Panguaneta to be included among
the 600 most virtuous Italian medium-sized
companies, based on its capability to face
the challenges of the global market with

substance, flexibility and stability. Some of
the excellence standards for which Panguaneta was awarded are budget analysis and
profitability, management and organisation,
internationalization, high levels of employments, approach based on investments and
development.
“We are really proud of this result, confirming our engagement in developing a family
business at its third generation, which has
never stopped believing in future - Nicoletta Azzi, Panguaneta CEO, says. - We think
that in these years of deep changes both in
society and markets, it is necessary to bravely continuing to invest in innovation and
responsible production, creating value for
our company and for our territory. We are

contacts

engaged in the next future to develop further steps forward working in synergy with
our whole supply chain. It’s a strong commitment, which is teaching us not to walk alone,
but to grow together with our partners and
to represent Italian manufacture and poplar
plywood Made in Italy in the whole world.”
The caravanning sector is the core business
of Panguaneta and poplar plywood made
by the company is recognised as the byword
of quality and reliability for making furniture
for motorhomes and caravans throughout
Europe, but also in Australia, New Zealand,
United States, South Korea and South Africa.
“Many companies try to manufacture plywood for laminating and have set their eyes
on the caravanning sector”, says Giorgio Morini, Panguaneta Commercial and Marketing
Director. “The fortune of Panguaneta was
that the two founders gasped the answer
to offering the best product for this sector
over 30 years ago. We select the ideal raw
material for making poplar plywood for RVs
from our own plantations, mainly located in
Northern Italy. Our panels are super-lightweight and have excellent characteristics for
machining and making furniture for recreational vehicles. Panguaneta reinvests most
of the revenue in land to grow poplar trees.
We are interested in developing light-weight,

high-quality Italian poplar, which has unique
and exclusive properties and recognised
as the best for plywood. RV manufacturers
know that there are no major differences in
glues, papers and finishing machinery used
for lamination. What makes the difference is
the plywood itself and if the product is Panguaneta, the quality is guaranteed. Laminate
and furniture manufacturers know that if
they use our plywood, they can become accredited suppliers.”
Panguaneta has been
able to strike a perfect
balance between raw
material selection and
in-company processing.
“Even the most beautiful
poplar log on the market is worth nothing if
it is not well processed.”
Technologically advanced
machines are essential.
For this reason, Panguaneta uses next-generation log
peelers to optimise the process
and perfectly calibrate veneer
thickness tolerances.
“For other manufacturers the
thickness tolerance can be as
much as 0.4 mm on a stan-

Pureglue plywood
100% green
Pangua PureGlue Plywood was developed
five years ago in collaboration with Solenis
LLC, global leader in the development of
bio-materials for industry, using Soyad™
technology, a resin based on soybean meal,
for gluing. It is made with no added formaldehyde, through an innovative non-toxic
gluing system. This technology has been
developed to reduce formaldehyde emissions and to contribute to improve air quality in schools, houses, industrial and recreational vehicles. Pangua PureGlue Plywood
contributes to a green environment and to
eco-friendly manufacturing.
It is available for the majority of Panguaneta
products collection.
“In a small, closed environment, such as
that of the living pod of a motorhome or
caravan where families with children may
stay for long periods of time, it is important that there are ecological materials and
free of toxic substances. While competing
in strength with traditional gluing, the NAF
(No Added Formaldehyde) process does not
release formaldehyde, improving air quality
as a consequence. Today, with PureGlue we
are working mainly in the public sector and
United States have become a strategic market for us. They use it over there in offices
and banks. We have also supplied projects in
Belgium and Holland for hotels and banks.
It is still in infancy in the caravan sector but
we believe it will be strategic in the future”
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dard 12 mm panel”, continued Morini. “We
can work with thickness tolerances of 0.1
mm. Our plywood boards are as smooth
and even as sheets of glass. That is how
we make a difference. And today, having
reached a very high level of production
quality, we are focusing on reducing formaldehyde emissions”.
Not by chance, Panguaneta was the first European manufacturer company to be granted
with NAF (No Added Formaldehyde) certification by the Californian Air Resources Board
(ARB).
Goals like these are very important for a
company that processes a plain raw material
turning it into something special. The business stood up to the recession with a product targeted to caravanning but used in other areas as well. By exploiting the selection
of raw materials, Panguaneta has grown in
other niche markets, such as furniture, shipbuilding, trains and public transport, where
high-quality product is required. The heirs of
the two founders who started plywood pro-

duction in 1960 are now at the helm of the
company. Nicoletta Azzi, Mauro Azzi, Fulvia
Tenca and Miriam Tenca are second-generation entrepreneurs who made the company grow, constantly investing in land and
technologies to ensure continuity for the future. Giorgio Morini: “Panguaneta is a fam-

Air Collection:
the panel weighs up to 30% less
Panguaneta has developed the AIR COLLECTION line in team with the
Swedish company DIAB, leader in the production of composite materials
and sandwich technology for aerospace and marine applications.
“Our Superlight plywood has been introduced to make furniture in the
marine industry since a few years, and it has already been approved by
different RV manufacturers. We identified a potential for this composite
material to be combined with our production with the aim of reducing
the weight of the board. We have studied a special format to introduce
this product into our production cycle without substantially modifying
their structure. They are super-light with a reduction of 25 to 30% in
weight compared to traditional boards. They can easily replace standard
ones and can be formed after processing in the same way.”
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ily-owned company and so, from a certain
point of view, we are not just concerned in
developing financially. On the other hand,
we are bound to other values which include
the local territory and the people who work
with us. As well as many caravanning industries still care about the same values.”

